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Abstract
A characterization result for behaviorally de nable classes of hidden algebras shows
that a class of hidden algebras is behaviorally de nable by equations if and only if
it is closed under coproducts quotients morphisms and representative inclusions
The second part of the paper categorically generalizes this result to a framework
of any category with coproducts a  nal object and an inclusion system this is
general enough to include all coalgebra categories of interest As a technical issue
the notions of equation and satisfaction are axiomatized in order to include the
dierent approaches in the literature
  Introduction
Universal algebra and its relationship with abstract model theory and abstract
data types have been well explored in mathematics and computing science 
this elegant and natural approach to equational logics allowed universal alge
bra and especially its generalizations to manysorted algebra and ordersorted
algebra to be very suitable for semantics of equationallogicbased specica
tion languages  Starting with Birkho 	 mathematicians were interested in
the denitional power of equations	 i e 	 in characterization results for classes
of algebras containing exactly all algebras which satisfy a given set of equa
tions  Birkho proved in 
 that a class of algebras is denable by equations
if and only if it is closed under common operations	 such as subalgebra	 quo
tient algebra and product algebra  He called such a class a variety  Later	
his results were abstracted categorically to catch other modern approaches to
equational logics and even rst order logic for example 
	
	
 
 
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Hidden algebra 
	
	

 appeared as a generalization of manysorted al
gebra	 in order to give algebraic semantics for the object paradigm  It allows
hidden and visible sorts	 and satisfaction is behavioral with respect to visi
ble experiments  The behavioral aspect makes hidden algebra more suitable
for actual computing practice than standard algebra	 especially because of
the complexity and dynamic features of software systems developed nowadays
which cannot be handled well without a behavioral approach 
The purpose of the present paper is to explore classes of hidden algebras
that are behaviorally denable by equations  Some coalgebraic aspects of
hidden algebra such as that the forgetful functor from hidden algebras to sets
is a left adjoint  and there is a nal hidden algebra reecting the behavior
of every other hidden algebra 	
 make us believe that a dual result to
the Birkho characterization should hold for hidden algebra  We show that
a class of hidden algebras is behaviorally denable by equations if and only
if it is closed under coproducts	 quotients	 morphisms
 
and representative
inclusions

  Even if our result is not as general as might seem desirable
because it does not allow generalized hidden constants and involves only
a special kind of equation	 having at most one hidden variable	 it can be
a starting point toward stronger characterization results for general hidden
algebras and coalgebras 
Since we do not allow generalized hidden constants in hidden signatures	
the category of hidden algebras is actually a special category of coalgebras	
and it is natural to relate our work to coalgebras  As far as the author knows	
the rst Birkholike result for coalgebras belongs to Jan Rutten 
	 who
introduced the notion of covariety as a class of coalgebras closed under co
products	 quotients and subcoalgebras  He showed

that a class of coalgebras
K is a covariety i there exist a set of colors and a subcoalgebra S of a cofree
algebra over those colors such that K  KS	 where KS is the class of all
coalgebras U having the property that the unique coextension of any color
ing of U factors through S  On the other hand	 Bart Jacobs 
 showed that
for every set of suitable equations E there exists a subcoalgebra S as above
such that KS is exactly the class of all coalgebras satisfying E  However	
their results put together say only that a class of coalgebras dened by equa
tions is closed under the three closure operations	 but nothing about the other
implication  Taking over Ruttens result	 Andrea Corradini  showed that
the class of hidden algebras which satisfy a special

coalgebraic equational
specication	 is closed under subalgebras	 quotients and coproducts or sums 
 
Closure under morphisms means that the source of a morphism is in the class whenever
its target is in the class This notion is stronger than the closure under subcoalgebras

See Denition 

Under some middle hypotheses

Special in the sense that equations in 	 are special cases of equations in the present
paper Actually  the main concern of Corradini
s paper 	 was to develop a complete set of
inference rules for equational deduction in coalgebras The result for which we cite 	 here
was only a side remark to Rutten
s covariety theorem 	

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Then he presents a counterexample showing that the other implication is not
necessary true  Working under the general framework of hidden algebras as
developed by Joseph Goguen and Grant Malcolm in 
	 we show that the
notion of closure under subalgebras can be replaced by a stronger closure
under morphisms and that a new closure operation	 namely closure under
representative inclusions is needed in order to get a characterization result
for classes of hidden algebras behaviorally denable by equations 
This paper is divided in two main parts	 section  and section 	 which deal
with the problem standardly coalgebraically and categorically	 respectively 
Although the main theorem admits a nice categorical proof Theorem  
	
we decided to make the result accessible to readers without much knowledge
on category theory  This is the reason for which we included the section  
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 Preliminaries
Section  assumes the reader familiar with general notions of manysorted alge
bra	 equational logics and very basic categorical concepts such as coproduct	
coequalizer	 etc 	 and section  assumes some more knowledge on category
theory  The present section just introduces hidden algebra  The reader might
want to consult the Appendix	 where we recall the standard construction of
the nal hidden algebra and also the relationship between hidden algebra and
coalgebra 
  Hidden Algebra
This is only a brief introduction to hidden algebra  The reader is referred to

	
 for more on this subject  Hidden sorted algebras are special many
sorted algebras over special signatures  They capture the notion of data
values and internal values by splitting sorts into visible and hidden sorts 
Denition  A data universe is a triple V   D where V is a set of
visible sorts  is a V sorted signature and D is a xed algebra The
elements in D are called data values A hidden signature over V   D
is a pair H  where H is a set of hidden sorts disjoint from V and  is
a H   V sorted signature which extends  such that if there is an operation
in  of arity w  H   V 
 
then w contains at most one hidden sort and

w s
 
w s
whenever w  V
 
and s  V  If  belongs to 
w s
and if w has
one hidden sort then  is called a method if s is hidden and an attribute
if s is visible If w  V
 
and s  H then  is called a generalized hidden
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constant
A hidden  algebra A is an ordinary algebra A such that Aj

 D A
hidden  subalgebra of A is a subalgebra of A which is hidden
Generalized hidden constants stand for initial states  Hidden algebras form
a category	 denoted HAlg

	 in which morphisms are ordinary manysorted
morphisms which are identities on data  The following theorem see 	

plays a major role in our approach
Theorem  If H  does not contain generalized hidden constants then
HAlg

has a nal hidden algebra denoted by F


The interested reader might consult the Appendix where we reproduce the
construction of F

 or 	
	
  The unique morphism from a hidden 
algebra A to F

is denoted by 
A
 A  F

  Because of the importance of
the nal hidden algebra in the rest of the paper	 we make the following
Assumption  From now on	 assume that H  does not contain general
ized hidden constants  Also	 we assume that the hidden signature H  is
xed	 and we avoid writing these symbols whenever it is possible i e  we write
algebra instead of algebra	 equation instead of equation	 etc  
Now	 we are ready to dene the behavioral satisfaction	 a weakening of the
standard satisfaction	 which is the core of hidden algebra
Denition  Given a sort h a context of sort h is a term of visible sort
in T
 v
fz
h
g having a single occurrence of a new variable z
h
of sort h We
denote by C
 v
z
h
 the set of all contexts of sort v over a variable z
h
of sort
h A hidden algebra A behaviorally satises an equation X t  t

i
A j X ct  ct

 for every context c over a variable having the same sort
as t and t

ct is the new term obtained by substituting t for z in c We
write A j X t  t


Since behavioral satisfaction is reduced to standard satisfaction	 it can be
readily seen the following
Proposition  If the set of equations nonbehaviorally satised by an al
gebra A is equal to the set of equations satised by an algebra B then the
set of equations behaviorally satised by A is equal to the set of equations
behaviorally satised by B
Since we decided not to have generalized hidden constants	 and implic
itly to have a nal algebra	 the following proposition provides an alternate
denition of behavioral satisfaction which is preferred within the paper
Proposition  A hidden algebra A behaviorally satises X t  t

i for
each function f  X  A 
A
ft  
A
ft

 we used the same symbol f
for the extension to T

X

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An immediate consequence is
Proposition  The behavioral satisfaction relation j and the standard sat
isfaction j coincide on hidden subalgebras of F


Actually	 Proposition   can be slightly generalized for simple algebras	 i e 
algebras that do not admit proper quotients 
Even if not all results in the paper need the following assumption but the
important results do	 we state it now to have a simpler presentation
Assumption  All equations X t  t

involved from now on are supposed
to have at most one variable of hidden sort in X 
We take the liberty to recall this assumption every time we consider the reader
should be aware of it 
 The CoAlgebraic Approach
Within this section	 we prove the Birkholike axiomatizability result for hid
den algebras 
	 Some Properties
This subsection introduces the main tools we need later in the paper	 such
as the cocompleteness of the category of hidden algebras	 unions of hidden
subalgebras and representative inclusions of algebras 
	 Colimits of Hidden Algebras
It is known see  that the forgetful functor from the category of hidden
algebras to sorted sets preserving the data values admits a right adjoint  This
yields immediately that the category of hidden algebras is complete  Moreover	
it is proved that under certain hypotheses	 hidden algebras give a topos   In
this subsection we are concerned to show that the category of hidden algebras
is cocomplete	 too 
Theorem  HAlg

is cocomplete
Proof The proof of this result is trivial and we do it because we have not
seen it anywhere else  It suces to show the existence of coproducts and
coequalizers 
Coproducts
 Let fA
j
g
jJ
be a set of hidden algebras and take an indexed
set A such that A
v
 D
v
and A
h

S
jJ
j  A
j

h
  For   
wh v
	 dene
A

 D
w
A
h
 D
v
by A

d  j  a  A
j


d  a  D
v
 for   
wh h
 
	 dene
A

 D
w
A
h
 A
h
 
by A

d  j  a  j  A
j


d  a  Then A is a coproduct
of hidden algebras and we denote it by
 
D
jJ
A
j
  Also	 let q
j
 A
j

 
D
jJ
A
j
denote the associated morphisms 
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Coequalizers
 Let f  g  A B be two morphisms of hidden algebras  Dene
the relation  on B as identity on visible sorts and b
 

h
b

i there is
an a  A
h
such that b
 
 f
h
a and b

 g
h
a	 on hidden sorts h  Then
 generates a congruence cong and a natural surjection B  B
cong
which is a coequalizer of f and g in HAlg

   
The reader should observe that Theorem  
 holds because  was supposed
not to have generalized constants 
	  Unions of Hidden Subalgebras
Unlike standard algebras	 because of the monadic aspect of operations in
hidden sorts	 hidden algebra has a nice property	 namely
Proposition  If fA
j
g
jJ
are hidden subalgebras of a hidden algebra A
then
S
jJ
A
j
is also a hidden subalgebra of A
Proof For   
wh v
	 if a 
S
jJ
A
j

h
and d  D
w
	 then A

d  a  D
v

S
jJ
A
j

v
  For   
wh h
 
	 if a 
S
jJ
A
j

h
and d  D
w
	 then there exist
some j  J such that a  A
j
  Then A

d  a  A
j


d  a  A
j

h
	 that is
A

d  a 
S
jJ
A
j

h
  Hence
S
jJ
A
j
is a hidden subalgebra of A   
Further in the paper	 we will be mostly interested in unions of hidden subal
gebras of the nal hidden algebra	 F

 
Proposition  For a family fA
j
g
jJ
of hidden subalgebras of a hidden al
gebra A there is a hidden surjective morphism from
 
D
jJ
A
j
to
S
jJ
A
j

Proof Dene e 
 
D
jJ
A
j

S
jJ
A
j
by e
h
j  a  a for hidden sorts h	 and
e
v
 

D
v
for visible sorts v  It is not dicult to check that e is a surjective
morphism of hidden algebras   
		 Representative Inclusions of Hidden Algebras
In the standard theory of algebras	 if A  B is an inclusion of algebras	 then
A satises every equation satised by B  We need a kind of dual concept
Denition  An inclusion A  B of subalgebras of F

is representative
i B satises every equation satised by A
Actually	 A  B is representative i A and B satisfy the same equations 
Note that no behavioral aspect is involved in the concept above  Informally	
it means that even if B is larger that A so it should be equationally more
restrictive	 it cannot be equationally distinguished from A  We need this
notion only for hidden subalgebras of F

the nal hidden algebra	 for which
the behavioral satisfaction is actually standard satisfaction 
It could be the case that some skeptical readers as the author was nd
representative inclusions useless for subalgebras of F

	 in the sense that it is
impossible to have a proper inclusion A  B of subalgebras of F

in HAlg

	

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such that A and B satisfy the same equations  The following counter exam
ple shows that such a scenario can be possible the interested reader should
consult the Appendix rst if she is not familiar with the construction of the
nal hidden algebra F


Example  Let us consider a modied version of the familiar Flag example
see   where  has a hidden sort three methods up down and rev and
one attribute up but in which the algebra D of data has three values true
false and unknown and a unary operation not such that nottrue  false
notfalse  true and notunknown  unknown Having in our mind the
standard three equations of the Flag specication namely x upupx 
true x updownx  false and x uprevx  notupx we
can nd three functions f
 
  f

  f

 C

z  D as follows a dot  in front of
a context means that the three functions dier in that context

C

z f
 
f

f

 upz true false unknown
upupz true true true
updownz false false false
 uprevz false true unknown
upupmz true true true
updownmz false false false
uprevupz false false false
uprevdownz true true true
 uprevrevz true false unknown












wherem can be either method Since up
F
 
f
 
  f
 
 up
F
 
f

  f
 
 up
F
 
f

 
f
 
 and down
F
 
f
 
  f

 down
F
 
f

  f

 down
F
 
f

  f

 and rev
F
 
f
 
 
f

 rev
F
 
f

  f
 
 rev
F
 
f

  f

 we deduce that A  ff
 
  f

g and B 
ff
 
  f

  f

g can be organized as hidden subalgebras of F

 and in addition A
is a proper subalgebra of B Also B satises every equation satised by A
	  The Main Result
The following proposition is proved in 
 and we do not reproduce its proof
Proposition  Let e be the equation X t  t

 Then
i Given a morphism of hidden algebras f  A  B such that B j e then
A j e

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ii If there is a surjective morphism of hidden algebras g  A  B and
A j e then B j e
We prove a similar result for coproducts
Proposition 	 Let fA
j
g
jJ
be a set of hidden algebras such that A
j
j e
for each j  J  where e is an equation having at most one hidden variable 
Then
 
D
jJ
A
j
j e
Proof Let e be the equation X t  t

where X has at most one hidden
variable	 let us say x	 and let h  X 
 
D
jJ
A
j
be a function  Then there is a
unique j  J such that hx  j  a with a  A
j
	 and so	 there is a function
h
j
 X  A
j
such that h  h
j
q
j
  Since A
j
j e	 we get 
A
j
h
j
t 

A
j
h
j
t

	 and since 
A
j
 q
j

U
where U is the hidden algebra
 
D
jJ
A
j
	
we obtain 
U
ht  
U
ht

  Thus
 
D
jJ
A
j
j e   
Corollary 
 Let fA
j
g
jJ
be a set of hidden subalgebras of a hidden algebra
A and suppose that A
j
j e for each j  J where e is an equation having at
most one hidden variable Then
S
jJ
A
j
j e
Proof It follows by the existence of a surjective morphism from
 
D
jJ
A
j
to
S
jJ
A
j
see Proposition  	 and by   in Proposition     
In order to give the Birkholike characterization result of hidden algebras	
we need to dene some closure operations
Denition  A family H of hidden algebras is

closed under coproducts i
 
D
jJ
A
j
is in H whenever each A
j
is in H

closed under quotients i the target of a surjective morphism is in H
whenever its source is in H

closed under morphisms i the source of a morphism is in H whenever
its target is in H

closed under representative inclusions of hidden algebras i given a
representative inclusion A  B with A in H B is also in H
The following lemma sounds dual to a result of standard algebras not
hidden	 which says that a family of algebras closed under products and sub
algebras contains an initial algebra for that family which is a quotient of the
initial algebra over the signature involved
Lemma  If H is a family of hidden algebras closed under quotients and
coproducts then H contains a nal hidden algebra for H denoted by F
H

which is a subalgebra of the nal hidden algebra F

of HAlg


Proof Let Q denote the set f
A
A j A  Hg of quotients of hidden algebras
inH under unique morphisms 
A
 A F

  SinceH is closed under quotients	
we deduce that Q  H  Since H is closed under coproducts	 we get that
 
D
QQ
Q which is a hidden algebra by Theorem  
 is in H	 too  But Q

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contains only subalgebras of F

	 and so	
S
QQ
Q is also a hidden algebra see
Proposition   and there is a surjective morphism from
 
D
QQ
Q to
S
QQ
Q
see Proposition    It follows that
S
QQ
Q is in H	 too	 because H is closed
under quotients  Denote that union of hidden algebras by F
H
	 and we claim
that it is nal in H  Indeed	 if A is a hidden algebra in H then there is a
morphism from A to F
H
	 namely g

A
q

A
A
	 where g

A
 A  
A
A is the
surjective morphism which factors 
A
 A F

and q

A
A
is the coprojection
of 
A
A in
 
D
QQ
Q  There is exactly one morphism from A to F
H
because
the inclusion F
H
 F

is a monic   
For historical reasons	 we give the following
Denition  A family of hidden algebras H is called hidden variety i
it is behaviorally denable by equations in the sense that there exists a set E of
equations such that H contains exactly the hidden algebras which behaviorally
satisfy all equations in E
The next theorem	 which is the main result of the present paper	 charac
terizes behaviorally denable families of hidden algebras
Theorem  A family H of hidden algebras is a hidden variety if and only
if it is closed under coproducts quotients morphisms and representative in
clusions
Proof First	 suppose that H is behaviorally denable by equations  In other
words	 there exists a set of equations E such that H contains exactly the
hidden algebras which behaviorally satisfy E  Then by Proposition   and
Proposition  	 H is closed under morphisms	 quotients and coproducts  The
fact that H is closed under representative inclusions is immediate 
Now	 let us consider that H is a family of hidden algebras closed under the
four operations and let E be the set of all equations behaviorally satised by
every hidden algebra in H  Our purpose is to show that any other hidden al
gebra which behaviorally satises E is inH	 too  Consider B a hidden algebra
such that B j E  By   in Proposition  	 we obtain that 
B
B j E	 too	
and by Corollary   we get that F
H
  
B
B j E	 where F
H
is the nal al
gebra of H given by Lemma  
  Note that F
H
satises exactly the equations
in E otherwise	 because F
H
is nal in H and because of 
  in Proposition  	
H would satisfy more equations than E  Because the satisfaction relations j
and j coincide on subalgebras of F

see Proposition  	 we deduce that
F
H
j E and F
H
  
B
B j E	 that is	 the inclusion F
H
 F
H
  
B
B
of hidden algebras is representative  Since H is closed under representative
inclusions	 we deduce that F
H
  
B
B is in H	 and since H is closed under
hidden subalgebras we get that 
B
B is in H	 too  Since there is a surjec
tive morphism from B to 
B
B and since H is closed under morphisms	 B
is also in H   
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		 Discussion
The closure under representative inclusions is independent from the other three
closure operations	 and therefore cannot be removed  This can be seen analyz
ing Example    Note that there are no morphisms from B to A	 because f

is a x point for rev
F
 
in B	 and A does not have any x point for rev
F
 
  We
can consider the class H of all hidden algebras for which there is a morphism

C
 C  A that morphism will be unique  By 
  in Proposition  	 every
hidden algebra in H satises the equations satised by A  In addition	 H is
closed under coproducts easy to see  H is also closed under quotients for	
let C be in H and let g  C  G be a surjective morphism in HAlg

 then
g
G
 
C

A
with 
A
an inclusion	 and so	 by the diagonalllin property
there is a morphism h  G  A	 that is G is also in H  It is obvious that H
is closed under morphisms  Consequently	 we got a family H of hidden alge
bras	 closed under every operation we discussed except under representative
inclusions	 together with a representative inclusion A  B with B not in H	
such that B satises all equations behaviorally satised by all hidden algebras
in H  This certies that only the other closure operations are not sucient
to generate behaviorally denable classes of hidden algebras	 and implicitly	
that closure under representative inclusions is an independent operation from
the others 
We close this section by mentioning two open problems

Can the closure under representative inclusions be replaced by some other
more categorical closure operations

Can these results be extended to equations having more than one variable
of hidden sort
The next section suggests a negative answer to the rst question  We rstly
separate the closure operations from equations and satisfaction and show that
a class H of models which can be either hidden algebras or coalgebras is
closed under coproducts	 quotients and morphisms if and only if it is a closure	
that is there exists a submodel F
H
of the nal model F

such that H includes
exactly the models that are sources of morphisms of target F
H
  Then we
axiomatize the notions of equation and satisfaction by associating a set EA
to each model A having the meaning that EA is the set of all equations
satised by A and show that a class of models is denable in this sense if and
only if it is a maximal closure	 that is a closure of a submodel of F which is
maximal in the set of submodels of F satisfying some equations  Going back to
the Example  	 we deduce that the closure of A is not behaviorally denable
by equations this is because there exists a proper B with A  B  F
satisfying all equations satised by A	 so A is not maximal  Therefore	 the
notion of denability by equations is reduced to the notion of maximality
of submodels of F 	 which really depends upon the signature	 equations and

We forget the subscript 
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satisfaction  The best thing we can do is to show that the maximality of a
closure is actually equivalent to what we call closure under representative
inclusions  In this light	 another direction of research could be to nd some
interesting special cases of signatures	 equations and satisfaction in order for
the representative inclusions not to exist 
We are also skeptical that these results can be extended to equations hav
ing more than one hidden variable	 simply because the satisability is not
necessarily closed under coproducts 
 A Categorical Approach
In this section	 we not only restate and prove categorically the result obtained
in the previous section	 but also show that coalgebra ts very well in the
general framework	 so the whole machinery that follows can be instantiated
for coalgebra 
 Category Theory and Inclusion systems
We denote by jCj the objects of a category C  The composition of morphisms
is written in diagramatic order	 in the sense that if f  A  B and g  B  C
are morphisms in C	 then their composition is written f  g  A  C 
Inclusion systems are an alternative of factorization systems 
	
	 which
promote the idea of unique factorization  Sometimes they are preferred to
factorization systems both because they are more intuitive and because proofs
tend to be smoother  Inclusion systems rst appeared in  in the context of
modularization	 and were then developed and generalized in 
	 and also
 
Denition  hI  Ei is a weak inclusion system abbreviated wis for
a category C i I and E are subcategories of C having the same objects as C
I is a partial order in the sense that there is at most one morphism between
any objects in I and if there is one morphism from A to B and one morphism
from B to A then A and B are equal and every morphism f in C admits a
unique factorization f  e
f
 i
f
with e
f
in E and i
f
in I Morphisms in I are
called inclusions and they are often denoted by A  B and A is called a
subobject
	
of B Morphisms in E are called Emorphisms and B is called
a quotient of A whenever there are some Emorphisms e  A  B For a
morphism f  A  B in C the factorization object ie the target of e
f
 is
denoted by fA
If we had required E to contain only epimorphisms	 then hI  Ei should have
been called an inclusion system   We prefer to use w i s because they are

Do not confuse this notion of subobject with the categorical notion of subobject as a coset
of monomorphisms with the same target Actually  there is some relationship between the
two notions which are explored in 	
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more general and still have the same power in our context 
Example  The most intuitive category admitting a wis is probably Set
the category of sets and functions in which E contains exactly the surjective
functions and I contains the inclusions of sets The category Alg

of 
algebras admits an obvious wis which is actually an inclusion system where
I contains inclusions of algebras and E contains surjective morphisms The
category HAlg

of hidden algebras also admits an inclusion system where
I and E contain inclusions and surjective morphisms between hidden algebras
respectively
The following assertions are all proved in 
Proposition  If hI  Ei is a wis for C then
i Every inclusion is a monomorphism
ii Right cancellable For every morphism f and any inclusion i if f  i is
in I then f is in I too
iii Diagonal ll in For each morphisms f  g  A and for each e  E and
i  I if f  i  e g then there is a unique morphism h  A such that
e h  f and h i  g
Example  The category of coalgebras CoAlgF of a monotonic


functor
F  Set Set admits a wis hI
F
  E
F
i with I
F
containing exactly morphisms
of coalgebras i  A  a  B  b such that A  B and E
F
containing exactly
morphisms of coalgebras e  A  a B  b such that e  A B is a surjective
map We must show the existence and uniqueness of factorization For that
let f  A  a  B  b be a morphism of coalgebras and let f  e
f
 i
f
be its
factorization in Set Since F is monotonic by the diagonalllin property
for Set there is a map c  fA  FfA such that e
f
 c  aFe
f
 and
i
f
 b  cFi
f
 This certies that e
f
 A  a fA  c and i
f
 fA  c
B  b are morphisms of coalgebras so f factors as e
f
 i
f
in CoAlgF The
uniqueness of this factorization follows from the uniqueness of factorization
in Set and the fact that Fi
f
 is a monic
Actually a more general result holds 
 The category of coalgebras of a
functor F  C  C where C has a wis hI  Ei admits a wis hI
F
  E
F
i built
as above
The following denition appears many times in the literature under vari
ated formulations  It basically provides a framework under which all subob
jects of an object can be put together in a coproduct 
Denition  A category C having a wis hI  Ei is called I well powered
i the class of subobjects of any object in C is a set
Within this section we work in the following

In the sense that A   B implies FA   FB


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Framework  C is a category having coproducts  a nal object F   and a wis
hI  Ei such that C is Iwellpowered
We claim that the framework above is general enough to be fullled by all
categories of coalgebras of interest	 including hidden algebra  Sometimes	 the
objects in C are called models and the subobjects of an object are called
submodels of that model 
Notation  Let 
A
 A F denote the unique morphism from A to F  
Denition  A classH of objects in C is closed under coproducts i the
coproduct of any set of objects in H is in H and is closed under quotients
i any quotient of an object in H is in H
The following lemma generalizes Lemma  

Lemma 	 If a class H of objects is closed under quotients and coproducts
then it has a nal object F
H
which is a subobject of F  Moreover F
H
is unique
with this property
Proof Following the idea in Lemma  
	 let Q  f
A
A j A  Hg  Since
each 
A
A is a subobject of F and C is Iwellpowered	 Q is a set  Moreover	
Q is contained in H because H is closed under quotients  Then there exists
the coproduct
 
QQ
Q in C	 which is also in H because H is closed under
coproducts denote it by U   Factor 
U
as e

U
 i

U
and denote by F
H
its
factorization object	 
U
U  We claim that F
H
is a nal object in H  First	
observe that F
H
 H because it is a quotient of U which is in H  Now	 let A
be an object in H  Then 
A
A is in Q	 and so there exists a morphism from
A to F
H
	 namely e

A
q

A
A
 e

U
where q

A
A
is the associated coprojection 
That morphism is unique because i

U
is a monomorphism and because there
is exactly one morphism from A to F  
If F

 F is another nal object in H which is a subobject of F 	 then
there are two morphisms f  F
H
 F

and f

 F

 F
H
	 and by the right
cancellable property  in Proposition   f and f

are inclusions	 that is
F

 F
H
  Therefore F
H
is unique   
The notion of closure under morphisms from the previous section is also
generalized in the categorical setting
Denition 
 A class H of objects in C is closed under morphisms i
the source of a morphism is in H whenever its target is in H Given a subobject
G of F  the closure of G is the class of all objects in C which are sources of
morphisms of target G We write HG for the closure of G A class H is
called a closure i there exists a G in C such that H  HG
Proposition  If H is a closure then there exists a unique G such that
H  HG Moreover there is a unique morphism from every object in H to
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G
Proof Let G G

be two subobjects of F such that H  HG  HG

 
Then there exist g  G  G

and g

 G

 G such that g
G
 
 
G
and
g


G
 
G
 
  Since 
G
and 
G
 
are inclusions	 by the right cancellable property
 in Proposition   g and g

are inclusions  Therefore G  G

  Since the
inclusions are monomorphisms	 there is a unique morphism from every object
in H to G   
The following lemma establishes a necessary and sucient condition in
order for a class of models to be a closure
Lemma  A class H is a closure i it is closed under morphisms quo
tients and coproducts
Proof First	 assume that H is closed under morphisms	 quotients and co
products  By the Lemma  	 there is a nal object F
H
in H which is a
subobject of F   Since F
H
is nal in H we get H  HF
H
	 and since H is
closed under morphisms we get HF
H
  H  Therefore H  HF
H
	 that is
H is a closure 
Conversely	 assume H  HG for an object G  Then H is closed under
morphisms because for every morphism f  A  B with B in H there exists
the morphism f  g
B
 A G	 where g
b
 B  G is the unique morphism from
B to G  If e  A B is an Emorphism with A inH	 then by the diagonalll
in property for the commutative diagram e
B
 g
A

G
where g
A
 A  G
is the unique morphism from A to G and 
G
is an inclusion	 there exists a
unique morphism h  B  G such that e h  g
A
and h
G
 
B
  Hence
B is in H  Now let us consider a set fA
j
g
jJ
of objects in Hand denote by
C 
 
jJ
A
j
their coproduct and by q
j
 A
j
 C the coprojections  Then
there exists a unique morphism g
C
 C  G such that q
j
 g
C
 g
A
j
for each
j  J   Therefore C is in H   
Now	 it is the time to introduce the equivalent of sentences and satisfaction 
We try to do it as generally as possible	 to capture all notions of equation and
satisfaction of coalgebra or hidden algebra  Since most often these notions
are special cases of equations and behavioral satisfaction in hidden algebra
sometimes the equations are required to have only visible sorts	 case in which
the behavioral satisfaction becomes standard satisfaction	 we assume that the
properties in Proposition   and Proposition   hold  We capture that in
the following
Assumption  From now on in the paper assume the existence of a map
E  jCj  Set such that

EB  EA whenever there are some morphisms f  A B	

EA  EB whenever there are some Emorphisms e  A B	

T
jJ
EA
j
  E
 
jJ
A
j
 for each set of objects fA
j
g
jJ
in C	 where
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 
jJ
A
j
is their coproduct 
Observe that EA  EB whenever there are some Emorphisms e  A B 
If it is more convenient	 EA can be read all equations satised by A	
whatever the notions of equation and satisfaction are  Also	 we can say A
satises  or  is satised by A whenever   EA 
Denition  A class H of objects in C is E denable i there exists a
set  such that H contains exactly the objects A for which   EA In
this case we say that H is Edened by  the objects in H are often called
models
Translated in the coalgebraic language	 the denition above says nothing
else than H is behaviorally denable i there exists a set of equations such
that H contains exactly the models satisfying those equations 
The following denition introduces the notion of Erepresentative inclu
sion	 needed to characterize Edenable classes of models 
Denition  An inclusion G  G

of subobjects of F is called E representative
i EG  EG

 A classH of objects in C is closed under E representative
inclusions i G

is in H whenever G  G

is an Erepresentative inclusion
and G is in H
Remark that only the inclusion EG  EG

 is important	 the other one
being immediately inferred from the Assumption  We prefer to let EG 
EG

 in the denition above to emphasize that G and G

can not be distin
guished equationally 
Denition  A subobject G of F is called E maximal i every subobject
G

of F with EG  EG

 is a subobject of G An E maximal closure is
the closure of an Emaximal object
In other words	 G is Emaximal i it is the greatest subobject of F satis
fying EG 
Lemma  A closure is Emaximal i it is closed under Erepresentative
inclusions
Proof LetHG be anEmaximal closure and letA  B be anErepresentative
inclusion with A in HG  Since there is a morphism from A to G we get
EG  EA	 and since A  B is representative we get EA  EB 
Hence EG  EB	 so by the Emaximality of G	 B  G  Therefore
B  HG	 that is HG is closed under Erepresentative inclusions 
Conversely	 let HG be closed under Erepresentative inclusions and let
G

be a subobject of F such that EG  EG

  Denote by C the coproduct
G

qG  Then by the Assumption	 EG  EG	EG

  EC  Moreover	
EC  E
C
C because 
C
C is a quotient of C  Since there exists
a morphism from G to 
C
C	 by the rightcancellable property we obtain
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G  
C
C  Therefore G  
C
C is an Erepresentative inclusion	 and
so 
C
C is in HG  Since there exists a morphism from G

to 
C
C and
HG is closed under morphisms Lemma  
	 G

is also in HG  By the
rightcancellable property the unique morphism from G

to G is an inclusion  
Now we are ready to formulate and prove the main result
Theorem  The following assertions are equivalent for any class of mod
els H

i H is Edenable
ii H is an Emaximal closure
iii H is closed under coproducts quotients morphisms and Erepresentative
inclusions
Proof The equivalence between  and  follows immediately from Lemma
 
 and Lemma  
 
Let us show that  implies 
  For that	 let H  HG with G an E
maximal model  We claim that H is Edened by   EG  Indeed	 if B is
a model then 
B
B is also a model	 and since G is Emaximal we get

B
B  G  Hence there is a morphism from B to G	 i e  B  H 
Finally	 let us show that 
 implies   Let H be Edened by   It is
immediate from the Assumption that H is closed under morphisms	 quotients
and coproducts  H is also closed under Erepresentative inclusions since  
EG

  EG for each Erepresentative inclusion G  G

   
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A Appendix
This appendix addresses two issues  The rst one shows how the category of
hidden algebras is isomorphic to a category of coalgebras

	 and the second
shows the construction of the nal hidden algebra 
A Hidden Algebra as Coalgebra
We remind the reader the wellknown fact that the category of hidden algebras
over a hidden signature with no generalized hidden constants is isomorphic to a
category of coalgebras  C rstea  is a good reference for the reader interested
in this subject 
Let   E be a hidden signature with no generalized hidden constants
over V   D	 and denote the attributes by   wh v and the methods by
  wh  h

i e 	 suppose that the hidden sorts appear as last arguments of
operations this is not a restriction	 but a notational simplication  Then
consider a functor G  Set
H
 Set
H
dened as
GS
h

Y
  whh
 
S
D
jwj

h
 

Y
  whv
D
D
jwj

v
for each Hsorted set S  fS
h
g
hH
it is straightforward that G is a functor 
Then G gives a category of coalgebras	 denoted by GCoAlg 
Theorem A Fact HAlg

and GCoAlg are isomorphic
It can be easily seen that G is polynomial 
A  Final Hidden Algebra
The nal hidden algebra F

of a hidden signature   E with no generalized
hidden constants is constructed as follows see 	
	


F
 v
 D
v
for all visible sorts v	 and

F
 h

Q
vV
D
C
  v
z
h

v
	 where C
 v
z
h
 is the set of all contexts of visible sort
v over a variable z
h
of hidden sort h 
Theorem A F

is a nal object in HAlg



However  what makes hidden algebra powerful is its notion of behavioral satisfaction


